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Synopsis 

A unitary S-matrix is defined for a system of three particles, two of which can form 

a bound state. It is shown how for elastic scattering the polarization of the bound 

state must be taken into account. 

9 1. Introduction. The problem of scattering by a composite particle has 
an extra complication when compared with other three or more particle 
problems. In addition to the general difficulties of solving the Schrbdinger 
equation there is the fact that for systems with bound states no practically 
useful answer has been given to the following two questions: 

a) how should the S-matrix be defined? 
p) how should the S-matrix be calculated in a systematic way? 
In order to locate the difficulties we first show how for a system without 

bound states the S-matrix can be defined. For convenience we consider a 
system which can be described by a Schrodinger equation with Hamiltonian 
H = Ho + I/. Let the states 1~) be a complete set of orthonormal eigen- 
states of Ho with energies F~. In the case without bound states there is a 
one-to-one correspondence between these states and the eigenstates of H. 

Three different sets of eigenstates are distinguished: 

(1.14 

(1.10) 

N(p) has to be chosen such that the states /~L>o are normalized. Consider 
now an arbitrary solution of the Schrodinger equation 

Ipj(t)) =kd+(jr) e-i”“t ID>+ = /d-(p) ePiEil’ /!l>_ (1.2) 
I( 

For large times this state can be expanded in the unperturbed states: 

ip(t)> z/6”(~) e-+jzt //l(I) for t -+ + co 
I’ 

and (1.3) 
iv(t)> ~-/b(p) ePiE*‘t off) for t + - 00 

I’ 
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The S-matrix is defined by 

(‘4 

An explicit expression for S,, can be obtained when the expansion (1 . 1+) is 
inserted into (1.2) and use is made of the formula 

ei(%--a”)t 
lim ___ __~ = 

J 27cci S(E, - cY) for t + + 00 

Efi - By - 20 \ 0 for t -+ - 00 (1.5) 

We find 

.&I = S(/_& - Y) - 2niC,,(f) S(Ffi - Fy). (1.6) 

It can be proved that for this S-matrix and the state Ip(t)> as given by (1.2) 
the following relations hold : 

lim [I&)) -J&(p) e+t I@] 3 0 
t-~+m 

(4. 

lim [Iv(t)> - ;S,B;(Y) eeiEJlt lp)] => 0 (b). (1.8) 
t++ca 

lim [I&)> ‘“JSa d-(y) e+At Ip)] * 0 (c). 
t+-cc VP 

The double arrow indicates that the norm of the states between brackets 
approaches zero. A proof can be found in referencei) p. 347. The only extra 
information needed is 

C,,(-) = Ctp(+) for cp = h which is not difficult to proves). An 
immediate consequence of (1.8) is 

SUY = -<&J>+ (1.9) 

and hence the unitarity of the S-matrix. (1.9) is sometimes taken as the 
definition of S. The property (1.8a) is expressed by saying that the states 
I,u> are asymptotically stationary (a.s.). For what follows it is important to 
realize that in the case discussed above there exists a set of a.s. states, which 
are linearly independent and in a one-to-one correspondence with the 
exact stationary states. The expansion (1.3) can therefore be made in a 
unique way and the S-matrix is then also determined uniquely. In the case 
of scattering by a composite particle it is not immediately clear how linearly 
independent states must be defined. Let us consider a system of three 
different particles of which only no. 2 and no. 3 can form a bound state. 
We know that for large times this system behaves either as three free 
particles, or as two free particles, one of which is composite. (We exclude the 
possibility of three particles bound together. For scattering problems this 
state does not play a role anyway). If we now represent these states by 
products of one-particle plane wave states, it follows from the completeness 
of the three-particle states that the above mentioned two-particle states 
cannot be added as independent states without making the system over- 
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complete. As a consequence the definition (1.4) of the S-matrix is no longer 
unique. Also the Schrodinger equation, when written in terms of these 

states, does not have a unique solution. These and other problems are 
discussed (but not solved) in the review article by Bren ig and Haag 3), 
where also more references on the subject are given. Also J auc h’s 4, treatment 
does not solve the scattering problem for many channels. We mention the 
theory of the R-matrix5) for nuclear reactions, for which the same - and 
other-G) - difficulties exist as for the S-matrix. 

A number of attemptsv) has been made to answer question fl), but the 
range of validity of the assumptions that had to be made is not fully under- 
stood. 

The aim of the present paper is to give a new answer to question CC) on 
the basis of which question p) may be attacked. The idea is to introduce as. 
states, which will provide a description of all possible states at large times. 
The a.s.states will differ from the “basic states” defined by Ekstein*) in 
that they will be linearly independent. A unitary S-matrix is then defined, 
which follows from the expansion of the stationary states in a.s. states. 
The Schrodinger equation takes a simple form in this representation. In the 
case of elastic scattering (e.g. of a proton by a deuteron) the equation 
reduces to a simple two-particle problem and it is clearly seen how the 
polarization of the bound state must be taken into account. For convenience 
of presentation we will discuss only the case of three particles of different 
kind. No explicit examples are considered, but the method may be applied 
to elastic scattering like p--d, n--d, e-H or P-H. 

9 2. The a.s. states and the S-matrix. We consider a system of spinless 
particles of three different kinds, 1, 2 and 3, but with the same mass. The 
Hamiltonian is H = Ho + I/, where Ho is the total kinetic energy and 

V = 4 2 v&i - r,) (;,i= 1,2,3). 
i :j 

A lower index will always refer to the corresponding particle type. We 
introduce the following notation : 

Ikl> is a one-particle eigenstate of Ho (and of H) with momentum kl 
and energy e(Ki); 

j,u> is a two-particle eigenstate of Ho of particles of the second and third 
kind and with the energy Ed; 

lklp> = Jkl> 1,~) is a three-particle eigenstate of Ho; la> is an eigenstate 
of H corresponding to a bound state of particles 2 and 3 and with energy 
LC)~ ; we assume that no other pairs of particles can be bound; 

l,u>* and /,u>o are states of particles 2 and 3, which are eigenstates of H 
with energy Ed; we assume that Ed is the same as the unperturbed energy. 
The distinction between the three types of scattering states is given in (1.1). 
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The states la> together with any of the sets I,LJ>+ or I,u>o form a complete and 

orthonormal basis in the two-particles space. 
The a.s. states are now defined as product states in the following way: 

I&la>, = Iki> la> (a) 

I&u>lt, = Ikr> IP)O (b) 
(2.‘) 

In general these states will be written as la>:. We will prove that the a.s. 
states have the following properties 
a) they form a complete set of linearly independent states. 
b) they are asymptotically orthonormal 
c) they are asymptotically stationary. 

A.s. states with exactly the same properties were introduced by Van 
Hover) to describe persistent perturbation effects, like those occurring in 

field theory. 
a) This follows immediately from the facts that in the two-particle space 

the states 1,~) form a complete set and that all the states la> and I,u)o together 
are linearly independent. 

b) In the present case it is seen immediately that ,~<c@>~ = S(a - p). 
When two or three particles are indistinguishable the ia>: have to be defined 
in such a way that 

1) they are properly symmetrized 
2) they are asymptotically orthonormal, i.e. if 

I@(t)) = /d(i, a) eeieut la>:, then 

lim (f#l)(t)~~(s)(t)) =Jd*(l, CC) d(2, CX) 
t+ice OL 

ea is defined as follows: 

.sa = I + oa for the state (2. la) 

.sa = e(Kr) + .Q for the state (2.1 b) 

c) Since the \oz>~ are linearly independent they can be used to characterize 
a set of eigenstates of H, which is not overcomplete. This is done by con- 
structing eigenstates with energy Ed, which are of the form 

id0h = la>:, - s 
B 

Defining an Y-matrix by 

(2.2’ 

9,, = S(0 - /!?) - 2niC,$(Ea - E/3), (2.3) 

it can be shown that, with 

I&f)) = /d+(a) e+at Ia>o+ =/d-(a) ernieat la>o-, 
OL (I 

(2.4) 
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the following relations hold : 

lim [(q(t)> --/d*(a) eeLFat Ic~>jf,J * 0 (a) 
t+ :Fm 

lim [I&)) -; sPbir d+(B) ePie*t Icx>:~~] 3 0 (b) (2.5) 
t-.+-m 4 

lim [Iv(t)) - / 9$= n-(/3) eeieat Icx>~,] * 0 (c) 
t-i-cc Pz 

The proof of these relations is exactly the same as the proof of (1.8), 
since a) and b) are the only premisses. (2.5a) is the expression of property c), 
which is hereby proved. It also follows as before that 9 is unitary. 

Y is not the S-matrix which gives the relation between the free particle 
states at t = - co and t = + co. The latter is defined as follows. Let the 
asymptotic behaviour of jp(t)) (2.4) be given by 

where 

The S-matrix is then defined by 

K(U) = 1 .S,&@). 
P 

To find the relation between S and 9 we first define two matrices Aan by 

lim /“d(a) e--iE*t [!@Gk --S~&!C) 1P>8,9l * 0 (2.6) 
t-t-c.2 n P 

for arbitrary, but square integrable d(a). Because the states ;cY>;; are also 
linearly independent they characterize linearly independent eigenstates 
la>+* and ict-k (analogous to (2.2)). S ince the convergence in (2.6) is strong 
it follows that 

la)++ =/A&X(f) IB>o+ 

and 

Because the A (-J) transform one complete orthonormal set into another they 
are unitary transformations. Moreover there matrixelements A a@( j-t) are 
different from zero only if Ed = ~0. Using the unitarity of A (&) formula 
(2.6) can be written as 

lim /d(a) eCi6=’ [Ia>:s -SAn*p(k) I&&l => 0 (2.7) 
t+,w a ir 
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With (2.7) and (2.5) the asymptotic behaviour of II&)> (2.4) can be calculated. 
We find 

and 

b(a) =8/ d+(B) -$A+ 1 

so that 

(2.8) 

S is again unitary. The operators A (&) can be calculated as soon as the 
phase shifts for the two-particle scattering are known. This will be shown 
in the appendix for the case of particles of different types. 

The factorization (2.8) of the S-matrix amounts to a separation of the 
two-particle effects from the genuine three-particle effects as described by 
9’. The calculation of Y is as difficult as all other three-body problems, but 
the extra complications mentioned in the introduction have been removed. 

The method given here answers question a) of the introduction, if we 
assume the existence of a.s. states with the properties a, b and c. However, 
we have not been able to give a general answer to question ,B). In order to do 
so we must construct simple a.s. states and this we can only do for the case 
that no more than one pair of particles can be bound. Since our method is 
exact it can also be used to find the range of validity of certain approxi- 
mations. One such approximation will be made in the next section, where 
we will consider the scattering of a free particle by a composite one. 

fj 3. Elastic scattering. We want to calculate the scattering of a particle 
of the first kind by a bound state of the particles 2 and 3. We take the total 
energy sufficiently small so that the bound state cannot be broken up into 
its constituent particles. The S-matrix elements of interest are therefore 
S,o with both la>&_ and is)& of the form 

lkia>$ = lkra>:, = I&> la>. ( (3.1) 

The only non-vanishing A,,q(&) which come into play are diagonal unit 
elements, so that .Sa~ = 9,~. The problem is now to solve the Schrodinger 
equation and to find the expansion coefficients Co,(+) in (2.2). The ap- 
proximation we make consists of putting C,,(+) = 0, except when both 
]a>& and I,$: are of the form (3.1). Even below the threshold for break 
up this is not exact since intermediate states of the form \klk2ks>i, 
certainly play a role. The approximation neglects this effect. 

Introducing a more specific notation we write the bound states as Ia> = 
= Ip, n), where p is the total momentum and n is a set of quantum numbers, 
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which label the internal state. The energy of this state is w%(p) = (@2/4m) --d 12, 
where A, is the binding energy and m is the mass of a free particle. In the 
coordinate representation the wave function of this state is 

<r2r31 p, n> = (276-g eip’cr~+r3):z gn(r2 - rg) 

with the normalization 

/dr g;(r) g&) = L,. 

In the elastic approximation we try to find an eigenstate of H of the form 

I& pono>+ = lk, PO~O)as - c s C(k pa) S(k + p - ko - PO) 
lk, pn>as 

11 wL(P) + E(k) - a,(Po) - 4ko) - i0 
kP 

The Schrodinger equation becomes 

C(k’, p’s’) = 

= W(k’p’n”kopono) - F 1 
C(k,pn) W(k’p’n’Ikpn) 6(k + P - ko -PO) 

w,($,) + @) _ W,O(fio) _ +ko) _ ;O ’ (3’2) 

with 
k,p 

and 
k’ + P’ = ko + PO 

W(k’p’+z’ikpn) S(k’ + p’ - k - p) = 

= as<k’, p’n’ 1 V/ k, p%> as - <p’n’ (VJ p?Z> 6(k’ - k). 

Defining G,(k) by 

we find 
f&j(k) = (2n)-3/ dr eik.r vUif(r) 

w(k’#n’lkpn) = h(k- k’)F,,n (-k$~) + i31(k - k) F,,, (kq), (3.3) 

where the “formfactors” of the bound states are 

F,,%(k) = / dr eik”gil(r)g,(r). (3.4) 

The form of the integral equation (3.2) shows that the elastic approximation 
amounts to the introduction of an effective interaction W between the free 
and the composite particle, with matrixelements given by (3.3) and (3.4). 
This interpretation is not correct when two or three particles are identical. 
The states Jk, pn> as are not orthogonal in that case and (3.2) takes a 
somewhat more complicated form. 

Equation (3.2) - or its modification when exchange effects are present - 
can be used for further investigations into the problem of elastic scattering 
of a particle by a composite particle. 
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APPENDIX. 

The non-trivial part of A a&) is given by A,&-), where 

I/O* = /&.4(f) MO 
Y 

(A.l) 

and (,u)* and I~)o are defined in (1.1) and represent two-particle scattering 
states. In the representation in which the operators for the total momentum, 
the kinetic energy, the total angular momentum and its z-component are 
diagonal, the states ],D>o can be written as 

Ipo, koZomo>o = N(koJo) Ipo, koZomo> - s ffqklko) 
(k2 _ k2) iPot kb~~). 

OP 
k 

An alternative form is 

lpo, koIomo>o = 

zhmqko lko) 
2k _ 

0 
} 

md(klko) 
Ipo, kozomo) - rj+-lq;T IPO, kzomo) (A.21 

k 

The expression between brackets is of unit magnitude since the eigenstates 
are normalized. If we take N(ko, lo) and d(ko(ko) real it can therefore be 
written as efiQ’lcko). From this the two-particle S-matrix is obtained. It is 

given by 

S(p, klmlp’, k’l’m’) = d(p - p’) S(k - k’) &, d,,,, ezislck) , 

so that qq(k) = r&(k), where 61(k) are the usual phase shifts. Comparing the 
asymptotic behaviour of the states (A. 1) and (A.2) the AC,(&) are immediately 
seen to be given by 

A&B, kZm(p’, k’l’m’) = d(p - p’) d(k - k’) &~d,,, eiia@) 

The A (&) are indeed unitary and on the energy shell. 
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